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Rana sierrae (muscosa) in the Sierra Nevada

• Endemic to high elevation (found up to 3600 

m) Sierra Nevada water bodies

• Native to fishless aquatic habitats 

• Have declined throughout most of its range

• Warranted for federal listing

• Recent research documents fish stocking as 

one major factor in their decline



Adapted from Jennings and Hayes 1994

Current distribution

• Grinnell & Storer (1924) called 
it the most common 
vertebrate in the Sierra Nevada

• Many agencies--Sequioa-Kings 

Canyon and Yosemite 

National Parks, Forest Service, 

and Cal Fish & Game have 

begun restoration projects 

including fish removals

Adapted from Jennings and Hayes 1994

Historic 

distribution 

overlapped 

with fishless 
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Animal Life in the Yosemite - 1924

“It is a commonly repeated observation that frogs, in 

tadpole form at least, do not occur in lakes which are 

stocked with trout…but the advent of fish in a lake 

sooner or later nearly or quite eliminates the frogs…In such 

alpine lakes as are suited to occupancy by frogs 

(through the absence of fish) both adults and 

tadpoles are usually present”

From Animal Life in the Yosemite - an early work on the 

wildlife of  the Sierras - by Grinnell and Storer, 1924



Trout in Sierra Nevada Lakes

• Most lakes were naturally fishless—exception 
Lahontan cutthroat trout

• As a result of stocking, >80% of lakes larger than 
1 hectare now have exotic trout 

• National Park Service terminated fish stocking in 
California parks

• Current controversy--Cal Fish & Game fish 
stocking lawsuit









From: Knowles, N., and D. R. Cayan, Potential effects of global warming on the Sacramento/San 
Joaquin watershed and the San Francisco estuary, Geophys. Res. Lett., 29(18), 1891, 2002.

Climate change: reduced snowpack in 

Sierra Nevada?



What can we do about climate 

change? Millar—5 R strategy

Reduce

Resist 

Resilience 

Respond 

tRiage

Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frog & high 

mountain lakes: ensure this important 

ecosystem is resilient to climate change



Are Sierra yellow-legged frogs currently 

resilient to climate warming?

• Population declines

• Reduced distribution

• Chytrid fungus

• Widespread trout 

introductions



How might climate change impact frogs?

• Less snowpack & water 

availability

• Higher summer temperatures

• More vulnerable to disease

• Interact with other 

stressors—climate change & 

introduced trout?



The Ecosystem: High Sierra Lakes

• >10,000 lakes & ponds above 

2500 m, most in Wilderness

• Small (<10 ha), shallow (<10 m), 

and clear (oligotrophic)

• Summer water may persist or not

dependent on snowpack

• Most (99%) historically fishless 

• Invertebrates, frogs, snakes

• Most lakes > 1 ha stocked 

with non-native trout

July 98

July 03



METHODS

Study site: Dusy Basin, Kings Canyon NP

• Location: 

37º5’40” N, 118º33’45” W

Elevation: 3470 m

• Surveyed frogs, mapped lakes 

using GPS



Does snowpack and lake level affect recruitment?

July 98

Sept 02

July 03

Snowpack and lake levels vary year to year

Oct 05

Lake 5



Eggs

Legged Tadpoles

Tadpole phase 

lasts 3-4 years 

and requires 

perennial water

Subadult/

Recent 

Metamorph

Adult

Froglet/Tailed Frog

Tadpoles

Rana sierrae

life cycle





INTRODUCTION

Variability in Snowpack
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METHODS

Dusy Basin – small, high-elevation lakes



>>80% of egg 

masses





September 15, 2008 Main breeding lake dry

Lake perimeter July 2008



RESULTS

Some lakes dry up in summer
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RESULTS

Lake permanence vs. tadpole counts
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RESULTS

Lake 2



RESULTS

Lake 2
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The temporary “trout stocking ban” 

does not allow stocking trout in lakes 

with Sierra yellow-legged frogs. 

In many basins this stocking ban 

would only apply to smaller lakes 

(where the frogs are found) and the 

larger lakes that frogs may need in low 

water years would continue to be 

stocked.



DISCUSSION

Interactionof climate change + trout  = ?

Effects of Climate Change

• Loss of high-snowpack yrs (highest 

egg production)

• Increased summer drying of 

breeding lakes

 Reduced breeding success

Effects of Fish predator- trout

• Breeding restricted to small, shallow 

lakes

 Limited breeding sites



DISCUSSION

Larger lakes are no longer breeding habitats

Lake 5

Lake 2

Lake 7
Lake 1

Restore  frog access to larger lakes not prone to drying





What can we do so that frogs are more 

resilient to climate change?

 We can’t stop climate warming but we can make species 

more resilient to predicted changes

 Reduce impacts of one current stressor—fish stocking 

 Prepare Sierra-wide restoration strategies 

 Balance the needs of imperiled native species with 

recreational fishing

 Measures must be taken to ensure the survival of these 

important frogs


